
Lurante Inflatable Kayak Pedal Drive Pioneer 
Pedal 430

Lurante
Product number: LU-PP430

A pedal-powered inflatable kayak with two rod 
holders for use as a fishing kayak or recreational 
kayak.

1.699,00 € * 1.699,00 €

Lurante Pioneer Pedal 430 single-seater kayak with pedal drive.

Our brand new Lurante Pedal Pioneer 430 is one of the few inflatable sit-on-top kayaks on the market with 
pedal drive and adjustable hand steering.

The assembly and disassembly of the single-seater is quick and uncomplicated and can be done in just a few 
minutes. With a weight of just 17 kg, the kayak can be rolled up, stowed effortlessly in an included backpack 
and transported.

The solid construction of durable drop-stitch material gives the Lurante Pioneer Pedal 430 excellent 
dimensional stability and rigidity, similar to hard shell kayaks. The wide hull also gives the kayak excellent 
balance and very high tipping stability.

Thanks to the smooth-running pedal drive, which can be installed and removed without any tools, the kayak 
can be driven forward and backward effortlessly and quietly. The kayak is steered with the integrated hand 
steering system, which is suitable for both right- and left-handers. With the adjustable seat, everyone can 
find their optimal seating position for a pleasant pedal ride. Equipped with two rod holders and various 
storage options for equipment, nothing stands in the way of relaxed fishing on rivers and lakes.

Inflatable kayak features:

Ergo seat with aluminium frame
Removable pedal drive
Steering system with manual control



Dual high pressure air pump with pressure gauge
Repair kit with PVC material
Transport bag for all accessories
Combination paddle: can be used as double paddle or also as stand-up paddle
Three independent air chambers for increased safety
Two holders for fishing rods
Load capacity: Max 230 kg (1 person max. 140 kg + 90 kg accessories)
Total weight: 35.5 kg (17 kg kayak + 12 kg accessories + 6.5 kg pedal motor)

Scope of delivery of the Pioneer Pedal 430 kayak with pedal drive:

1. inflatable sit on top kayak
2. motor mount
3. pedal drive
4. 2 x fishing rod holders
5. combi paddle: transport size 82 cm, total weight 1,2 kg 

Assembled as double paddle - 1,56 m with 0,84 kg or 2,26 cm with 1,06 kg
Assembled as stand-up paddle - adjustable between 1,70 - 2,10 m with 0,81 kg

6. comfort seat
7. carrying bag for accessories: 88 x 30 x 30 cm
8. carrying bag (backpack) for kayak with wheels: 115 x 50 x 38 cm
9. hand steering

10. steering system
11. double high pressure pump
12. 2 x wooden accessory plate: 83 x 20 x 4 cm
13. repair kit

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=ee2f0e0c6bd93eec1c9bc727fbb9e70e

